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Jesus Answers Hard Questions
Some of us have taken the message of Christianity and put it in a box marked, “Don’t ask—don’t tell.” Ever feel like you need permission to weep
when you lose a loved one? Or feel intimidated about ...
There is no shame in sharing your doubts
What exactly does Jesus mean when he invites us to “ask for anything”? Are there limitations to what we should pray for? How exactly do we pair
Christ’s bold invitation to prayer with the needed ...
Did Jesus Really Promise to Do “Whatever You Ask in My Name'?
The idea took off, and for the past 20 years, people still ask the question, “What would Jesus do?” How many WWJD items have you owned over the
years? Asking the question WWJD is the easy part.
The foolishness of WWJD
Reverend Franklin Graham reacted on “Fox News Primetime” Thursday to President Biden being the first commander-in-chief to omit "God" from his
address on the National Day of Prayer ...
Rev. Graham reacts to Biden leaving 'God' out of prayer proclamation: 'There is no one else to pray to'
For evangelicals, the crux of the vaccine question does not hinge upon trust in a particular political party or agenda, but upon our response to God’s
workmanship in creation. With trust in God as the ...
Vaccine Skeptics Need a Dose of Creation Theology
Take Jesus’ word for it: Despite sin, despite lethargy and inertia, despite occasional misinformation, the Catholic Church always has answers to the
difficult questions which may arise.
So Now You’re Catholic! A Welcome (and a Warning) to Neophytes and Converts
Jesus is quoted as saying: “For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink…Then the righteous will answer him ... So
my question is this: how can those who claim ...
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Jesus would be arrested in Georgia
With that realization, the former bishop in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints found a new way of life and a new book. “ Effortless ,”
released April 27, details McKeown’s rejection of ...
Greg and Anna McKeown on the one question that can transform your family life
One of the most highly regarded works of intellectual history of the past decade, Jesus Through the Centuries is an original and compelling study of
the impact ...
Jesus Through the Centuries: His Place in the History of Culture
Let’s face it: an empty tomb with a resurrected Jesus is a hard act to follow ... unafraid to ask questions and eager to listen for the answers that
come from the One who has promised to ...
Faith Matters: Coming to believe
That I always walk the path the Lord has laid out for me no matter how hard and challenging it may be. That when my days on earth are done I will
see Jesus face to face and He will say to me ...
YODER: Prayer is the answer to many questions
Jesus, Mary, Joseph and the wee donkey!' cried Ted at one point. This would have been helpful if someone was asking for the names of all key
witnesses and livestock present at the Bethlehem Inn about ...
Jesus, Mary, Joseph and the wee donkey! Let us pray our Ted's in the clear: JAN MOIR's view from the sofa as Line of Duty continues
to weave its convoluted web
But they offer a sobering warning: We who profess the faith of the church must live as the church commands us because through his church Jesus
Christ ... These are difficult questions for our ...
For the church to live in eucharistic coherence, we must be willing to challenge Catholics persisting in grave sin.
Latter-day Saint NFL veterans share stories about responding to gospel questions from teammates, adjusting to vulgar locker rooms, and how they
relied on their faith during hard times.
More Latter-day Saints are headed to the NFL. Here’s what they can expect
Burn rates are rising among Boston’s mayoral candidates, but cash flow is falling. Five of the six major candidates — City Councilors Andrea
Campbell, Annissa Essaibi George and Michelle Wu, state Rep ...
POLL pushes HEALEY — BOSTON mayoral hopefuls BURN CASH — MILLIONAIRES TAX is BACK
Judson University seniors Dallas Colburn and Nathanael Madison were remembered as beloved sons, pillars of faith and sources of strength and
stability to their friends and community during a ...
"Celebrate, celebrate, celebrate their lives" -- Judson University bids farewell to seniors killed in crash
There have been stretches, for NYCFC midfielder Jesus Medina, when things appeared to click. The Paraguayan ended last season with five goal
involvements (three goals, two assists) in the final ...
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NYCFC need Jesus Medina more than ever
A man of integrity, Madison asked difficult questions and demanded thoughtful answers, Frost said. He recalled suggesting to Madison that he
simplify one of his curvilinear building designs to ...
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